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Pollutants to Sustainable Energy
Conversion and Storage
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Abstract
Different functionalities can be developed and optimised in perovskites by
means of different approaches: doping, nanocomposition and exsolution. In our
research, these strategies are used with the aim of a sustainable development. Our
objectives are in developing perovskite-based materials for catalysis and electro-
catalysis. In particular, we successfully obtained catalysts for abatement of pollut-
ants in three-way catalysts, catalysts for dry reforming of methane and electro-
catalysts for solid oxide cells (solid oxide fuel cells and solid oxide electrolysers).
In all cases, the corresponding device and experimental set-up was optimised.
The catalysts and electro-catalysts we considered are free of noble metals and with
minimum amount of critical raw materials. The preparation procedures are by wet
chemistry, highly reproducible and up-scalable.
Keywords: catalysis, electrocatalysis, nanocomposition, doping, oxygen exchange,
solid oxide cells, three-way catalysts, sustainable development, energy storage and
conversion, pollutants abatement
1. Introduction
Several materials and devices are very efficient in terms of catalytic and electro-
catalytic performance because of the presence of noble metals. Due to the cost and
difficulty of supply, the European Community decided that the minimization of
noble metals use is a fundamental step for economic and social development.
Perovskites are good candidates for substituting noble metals in devices because of
their versatility and low economic and environmental impact. The perovskites we
focus on are oxides of the type ABO3 (with A = alkali or alkali earth or rare earth and
B = transition metal, usually) [1]. These are very stable oxides, characterised by
great versatility in composition, tolerance to structural deformation and, typically,
low cost. The functionality of perovskites can be enhanced using different
approaches. In this chapter, several strategies for the enhancement of catalytic and
electro-catalytic performance are described and compared. Numerous devices
require materials characterised by similar properties such as the capability to
dissociatively coordinate molecules, the ionic mobility and exchange capability, the
thermal and morphological stability, etc. Different methodologies allow to build
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functionality in perovskite-type oxides; among these, doping, nanocomposition and
exosolution are the more relevant, being more easy to control and characterised by
higher effect. The doping in A-site is fundamental to affect the oxygen mobility and
ion conductivity but can also enforce a redox couple. The deformation caused by
this doping may have relevant effects on electronic conductivity and mobility.
Doping in B-site is a precious help in creating redox behaviour and, consequently,
catalytic activity and electronic conductivity. When different properties are
required, it can be easier to model the behaviour through nanocomposition. The
synergy between supported and supporting phases, in fact, allows obtaining higher
performances when compared to the sum of the two. At this purpose, several
aspects are relevant in affecting the behaviour of the interfaces and they will be
considered. The rearrangement of perovskite surface is very relevant in determin-
ing the interaction between molecules (reactants, intermediates and products), and
exosolution can be very effective in inducing the reconstruction of active surfaces.
These procedures for enhancing and tuning the catalytic and electro-catalytic
performances of perovskite-based material will be compared and evaluated taking
into consideration three applications and devices: solid oxide cells (fuel cells—
SOFCs—and electrolyzers—SOECs), catalysis for abatement of pollutants (three-
way catalysts, TWC) and for green hydrogen/green fuel generation (dry reforming
of methane, DRM).
2. Developing functionality in perovskites for a sustainable
development: experimental
2.1 Synthesis
The samples are always prepared by citrate method [2] starting from a solution
of precursors to which citric acid is added. The molar ratio of citric acid
Figure 1.
Experimental set-up used for the catalytic activity measurements.
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monohydrate was 1.9:1 with respect to the total amount of cations. Then the solu-
tion is heated up to 90°C in air to promote water evaporation and to obtain a wet
gel. The gel is treated up to 400°C for 2 h in air to decompose the organic frame-
work, and the obtained powder samples were grinded and calcined at the appropri-
ate temperature in air or in reducing atmosphere depending on the required phase.
Impregnation [3] is a process commonly used to enhance the performances of a
material, and consists in depositing a new phase on an existing substrate from a
solution. Wet impregnation is the more common and traditional procedure that
allows depositing the required amount of active phase; where in incipient wetness,
the deposited quantity is strictly related to the solubility of precursors [4]. In wet
impregnation, it is sometimes difficult to reach high dispersion and is thus neces-
sary to develop new procedures. The strategy we followed consists in depositing the
precursor in complexed form so to favour the interaction with the supporting
surface and limit particles coalescence.
2.2 Characterisation
The XPS measurements were carried out (with a Perkin Elmer Φ 5600ci multi-
technique system) to evaluate surface composition both in terms of oxidation state
of the composing elements and of quantitative analysis. At this purpose, it is inter-
esting to compare the XPS results with EDX ones, which consider a deeper layer.
Field emission scanning electron microscopy and EDX measures (around at. %
accuracy) were carried on a Zeiss SUPRA 40VP. Morphological analysis and EDX
analysis were carried out setting the acceleration voltages at 20 kV.
The XRD analyses were performed with a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with
Bragg-Brentano geometry using a Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 40 mA, λ = 0.154 nm).
The data were collected at 0.03° at a counting time of 7 s/step in the (2θ) range from
20 to 70°. The crystalline phases were identified by the search-match method using
the JCPDS database; the position of the peaks, furthermore, allows to evaluate, on the
base of the crystal unit cell parameters, the inclusion of the dopant inside the perov-
skite cell. Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) and specific surface area
(BET) measurements were performed with an Autochem II 2920 Micromeritics,
equipped with a TCD detector. The TPR measurements were carried out in a quartz
reactor by using 50 of sample and heating from RT to 900°C at 10°C min1 under a
constant flow of H2 5% in Ar (50 ml ∙min
1). TPR samples were previously outgassed
with He (50 ml ∙ min1) at RT. The critical evaluation of the XPS and TPR data on
oxidation state of cations can be very useful because TPR is a bulk quantitative
analysis that considers the whole powder while XPS is surface specific one. The
comparison between XPS and TPR data allows to understand segregation phenomena
and to individuate the first sites responsible of the reactivity and also to evaluate the
exchange and bulk intervention. In BET measurements, 100 mg of sample was used;
before measurement, the sample was treated at 350°C for 2 h under a constant flow of
He (50 ml ∙ min1); each surface area obtained was the average of three consecutive
measurements. Temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) measurements were
performed with an Autochem II 2920 Micromeritics, equipped with a TCD detector
and whose outlet was directly connected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS,
ESS Genesis). The TPD measurements were carried out in a quartz reactor by using
approximately 0.1 grams of perovskite powder. The data were collected under a
constant flow of Helium. O2-temperature-programmed desorption (TPD) measure-
ments were carried out after a treatment with O2 at 650 (for LaCoO3) and 600°C (for
the doped LaCoO3). The O2-TPD measurements allow to study the effect of compo-
sition and doping on the formation and stabilization of α- and β-oxygen species and
thus on oxygen ions mobility and on surface and bulk oxygen vacancies.
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2.3 Catalytic activity
The catalytic activity tests were carried out, at atmospheric pressure, under
different conditions depending on the specific reaction and application. Measure-
ments were carried out in a quartz reactor (6 mm ID) with a packed bed of powders
(Figure 1); the temperature was monitored by a thermocouple right upstream of
the bed reactor. The experimental set-up has been already described [5].
Soot oxidation tests were conducted both in tight and loose contact mode [6]
using a 1:10 soot to catalyst ration, in a 5% O2 atmosphere. In this case, the inert
carrier used was He, and the temperature of the catalytic bed was raised from RT
until no production of CO2 could be detected.
The composition of the gas mixture (before and after reaction) was measured by
GC (Agilent 7890A), with a TCD detector.
2.4 Electrocatalytic activity
Electrochemical behaviour was studied by means of impedance spectroscopy
tests performed on symmetric or asymmetric cells (to evaluate the electrode or the
whole device). Impedance of the cell was measured under air (normal operating
Figure 2.
Image of the experimental equipment for the test of the solid oxide cells.
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condition for a SOFC cathode or SOEC anode) and in presence of fuel (H2, CH4).
The home-made equipment is reported in Figure 2 and is connected with an
Autolab Metrohm PGSTAT204.
3. Developing functionality in perovskites for a sustainable
development: results and discussion
3.1 Cases of built functionality: the art of pollutants abatement
3.1.1 Making a poorly active perovskite active in CO oxidation and NO reduction: the
difficult case of SrTiO3
SrTiO3 is a very robust perovskite composed by very cheap, not critical and
environmentally sustainable elements. Unfortunately, its catalytic activity is rather
low and this compound is neither active in CO oxidation nor in NO reduction. An
interesting improvement can be represented by the introduction of a redox couple
in the B-site. This result can be obtained by both substituting Sr with an alkaline
earth and introducing a transition metal in the B-site. Co and Mn are mostly the
more active cations in oxidation; so these cations have been our first choice. In
perovskite doping, the improvement of the properties (oxygen exchange and
mobility, catalytic activity, etc.) derives from the insertion of dopant into the unit
cell. To reach this goal, a particular care has to be devoted to evaluate the solubility
and the optimal doping amount. Several attempts convinced us that a good compo-
sition could be for cobalt doping, SrTi0.7Co0.3O3. The insertion was confirmed by
the characterisation (particularly XRD and TPR). The inclusion of cobalt induces
the formation of a redox couple and of oxygen vacancies that are responsible of the
increased catalytic activity with respect to CO oxidation (Table 1). A similar
attempt was carried out with Cu with the aim of increasing the catalytic activity in
NO reduction. This doping, however, did not result to be of any help. In fact, no
significant signal due to Cu(II) reduction is observed suggesting that once inserted
into the crystalline cell, copper looses its reducibility. Usually, the reduction of
copper follows its diffusion toward the perovskite surface, so we can suppose that
mobility is un-favored in this case [7–12].
To take, however, advantage of the presence of copper, nanoparticles of CuO
were deposited onto the surface of SrTi0.7Co0.3O3 by wet impregnation. This
allowed to add the reactivity towards NO reduction due to the copper nanoparticles
and to the reactivity towards CO oxidation due to Co-doped perovskite.
SrTi0.7Co0.3O3 CuO/SrTi0.7Co0.3O3
CO oxidation CO + NO CO oxidation CO + NO
Temperature °C CO Conversion NO conversion CO Conversion NO conversion
100 0 0 0 0
200 19 0 2 8
300 84 0 43 43
350 91 0 68 100
400 90 0 79 100
Table 1.
Conversion values obtained, at different temperature, on the Co-doped SrTiO3 and in the nanocomposite
CuO/SrTi0.7Co0.3O3 obtained by wet impregnation.
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In the nanocomposite, the activity in CO assisted NO reduction greatly increases
(Table 1) while that in CO oxidation does not decrease significantly.
SrTiO3 was also activated with a different strategy consisting in doping both in
Sr- and Ti-sites. For Sr-site, the substitution with K was attempted, whereas for the
Ti-site, Mn was preferred. We expected that both oxygen vacancies formation and
Mn-based redox couples could form and be precious in enhancing the catalytic
activity [13]. This hypothesis was confirmed by the experimental data (Table 2). In
the undoped SrTiO3, no activity was observed. When Mn is added, the conversion
in CO oxidation increases from 18 to 94% at 600°C. The best performance for CO
assisted NO reduction is observed when a composite is obtained by depositing CuO
on K and Mn-doped SrTiO3.
Also the soot oxidation is improved by doping in the Sr-site and Ti-site
(Table 3).
3.1.2 Copper activation: inside the perovskite cell or deposited onto the surface?
The behaviour of dopants and the capability to improve the reactivity depend on
the specific perovskite and can be discussed in terms of structural and chemical
stabilization. The insertion of copper as a substitute of cobalt in a LaCoO3 perov-
skite, as an example, greatly increases the reactivity of undoped perovskite with
Reaction Temperature (°C) Conversion CO Conversion NO Conversion CO
SKT CO + O2 400 0
CO + O2 600 18
CO + NO 400 2 5
CO + NO 600 5 10
SKTM30 CO + O2 400 54
CO + O2 600 94
CO + NO 400 25 25
CO + NO 600 50 49
Cu/SKTM30 CO + NO 400 100 94
CO + NO 600 100 100
Table 2.
Conversion values obtained at 400 end 600°C for the K-doped, K and Mn-doped SrTiO3 (Sr0.8K0.2TiO3, SKT
—Sr0.8K0.2Ti0.7MN0.3O3—SKTM30) and for a nanocomposite obtained by depositing CuO on Mn-doped
SrTiO3 (Cu/SKTM30).
Catalyst Tonset Tmax CO2 conversion
SKT 307 346 89
SKTM15 276 333 89
SKTM30 261 329 89
SKTM30 800 264 327 81
Table 3.
Onset temperature and temperature of maximum conversion of soot in presence of 10% O2 and with a soot:
catalyst of 1:10. The amount of converted CO2 with respect to the total expected CO2 is also reported
(Sr0.8K0.2TiO3, SKT—Sr0.8K0.2Ti0.85Mn0.15O3—SKTM15; Sr0.8K0.2Ti0.7Mn0.3O3—SKTM30). All samples
are treated at 700°C calcination temperature; the effect of increasing the calcination temperature is reported
comparing SKTM30 (treated at 700°C) and SKTM30 800 (treated at 800°C).
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respect to the NO reduction. Several aspects contribute to this result. The first
copper insertion into the lattice causes the formation of oxygen vacancies for
electroneutrality reasons. The NO molecules interact dissociatively with the surface
oxygen vacancies that, in this way, play a key role in NO activation (usually the rate
determining step). CO can interact with the Lewis active sites distributed on the
surface (Co cations, as an example), which is the first step for its oxidation [14, 15].
Doping can also increase the oxygen mobility and exchange capability, which is
fundamental for oxidation, considering the Mars-van-Krevelen mechanism; in fact,
the capability of perovskite to oxidize CO is fundamental.
The effect of doping with Cu was investigated by our research group and com-
pared with the case of Cu deposited on LaCoO3 (Tables 4 and 5, Figure 3).
Copper inside the perovskite cell, as mentioned, increases the reactivity thanks
to the formation of oxygen vacancies activating small molecules but under oxidizing
environment, it is difficult for oxygen vacancies to survive on surface and thus the
activating effect of copper is due to the capability of this cation to coordinate more
than one NO molecule facilitating the formation of the N2O intermediate that
evolves into the formation of N2 and O2.
At high Cu/Co atomic ratios, there is no significant difference between the two
synthetic approaches, but with lower Cu contents, the nanocomposites seem more
active in CO oxidation. A complex situation is observed in NO reduction: at lower
Cu/Co atomic ratios, the LaCo1-xCuxO3 catalysts are more active than the
nanocomposites. This suggests that the surface is mainly involved in the NO
Temperature Reaction x = 0 x = 10 x = 15 x = 20 x = 30 x = 15 WI
200 CO + O2
CO+ NO
80
0
7
2 (1)
75
0 (0)
69
0 (0)
73
0 (0)
4
0 (0)
250 CO + O2
CO+ NO
92
0
87
6 (3)
88
4 (5)
85
4 (0)
90
0 (0)
73
0 (0)
300 CO + O2
CO+ NO
94
0
91
18 (17)
93
62 (56)
92
67 (59)
93
42 (36)
85
6 (5)
350 CO + O2
CO+ NO
96
2 (1)
94
39 (36)
94
80 (71)
94
81 (66)
97
94 (76)
94
68 (63)
400 CO + O2
CO+ NO
100
4 (2)
100
100 (92)
100
100 (92)
100
97 (92)
100
100 (92)
100
83 (77)
Table 4.
Conversion values obtained, at different temperature, on the xCuO/LaCoO3 with x = atomic percentage.
Temperature Reaction 0 0.1 0.3 0.5
200 CO + O2
CO+ NO
80
0
5
0 (3)
2
13 (0)
94
0 (2)
250 CO + O2
CO+ NO
92
0
24
8 (2)
46
11 (23)
93
45 (42)
300 CO + O2
CO+ NO
94
0
66
8 (7)
67
24 (25)
96
63 (58)
350 CO + O2
CO+ NO
96
2 (1)
86
52 (45)
79
80 (72)
96
83 (70)
400 CO + O2
CO+ NO
100
4 (2)
94
71 (77)
95
100 (95)
96
97 (95)
Table 5.
Conversion values obtained, at different temperature, on the doped perovskite LaCo1-xCuxO3.
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activation by means of oxygen vacancies until Cu content is high enough to favour
another mechanism, frequently observed in simple oxides that, unlike perovskites,
are not characterised by the presence of oxygen vacancies. Following this mecha-
nism, NO molecules are activated by coordination to the Cu clusters.
Other nanocomposites can behave in a different way: in the soot oxidation
carried out with LaMnO3-based perovskites, as an example. To enhance the activity
in oxidation, we doped substituting Mn with Co. Co oxides are very active catalyst
for oxidation [16] but the use of cobalt is not very easy from an industrial point of
view. So we decided to use this element as a dopant of Mn. In this case, we used K as
a dopant in the A-site in the attempt to oxidize soot comparing with the effect of
depositing K oxide on the surface of the perovskite. It is evident from the temper-
ature of maximum conversion (Table 6) that the better result (lower maximum
activity temperature, Tmax) is obtained when La is used as a 12-coordinated cation
(pushing manganese to be Mn(III)) and K is inserted into the perovskite unit cell.
Also the doping in the A-site is a powerful mean to increase the reactivity [17].
In this case, the aliovalent substitution of La with an alkali earth or an alkaline
element determines both the formation of the oxygen vacancies and the increment
of the oxidation state of the cation in the B-site. As an example, in the LaCoO3, the
substitution with Sr can favour also the formation of Co in unusual oxidation state
as IV but the low stability of this specie suggests also the formation of oxygen
vacancies. The equilibrium between these two effects of doping depends on the
redox potential, the strength of the M-O bonds, etc. allowing for the creation of
several different and complementary reaction mechanisms whose relevance
depends also on temperature. In LaCoO3-based catalysts, as an example, around
350°C, the CO oxidation mechanism changes from suprafacial to intrafacial; pulsed
Figure 3.
(Left) CO conversion (in CO oxidation) and (right) NO conversion (in CO + NO) observed as a function of
the Cu/Co atomic ratio for the catalysts with copper inside the cell (red) and deposited on the LaCoO3 surface
(black). ● 200°C, ■ 250°C, ▲ 300°C, ▼ 350°C and ✦ 400°C.
Sample Tmax
Only soot—no catalyst 627
LaMn0.9Co0.1O3 330
La0.9K0.1Mn0.9Co0.1O3 306
Sr0.9K0.1Mn0.9Co0.1O3 323
0.1 K/LaMn0.9Co0.1O3 330
Table 6.
Temperature of maximum activity in soot oxidation (10% O2 + 5000 ppm NO) for different LaMnO3-based
catalysts.
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experiments optimised for perovskites allowed to evaluate that the activation
energy decreases from 40 (for undoped) to 29 (Sr-doped) to 27 (Cu-doped) kJ/mol
[18]. Doping can have a different effect on the activity and selectivity being, these
properties, related to different properties of the catalysts. The substitution of La
with Sr increases the activity in NO reduction, when a complex mixture simulating
the automotive exhaust is used, but not for the CO assisted NO reduction [17].
In LaMnO3, the formation of oxygen vacancies is, in contrast, less favoured with
respect to that of Mn(IV) which is a stable state for manganese; so the catalytic
properties can be tuned in a different way.
So depending on the required catalytic activity, different dopants and different
reactions can be enhanced. A similar strategy can be successfully applied to pro-
cesses different from abatement of pollutants. A lot of relevance, as an example, is
gathered by the steam reforming and oxidative steam reforming of alcohol. Also in
this case, the doping with copper greatly improves the activity of LaCoO3 both in
ethanol and even more in methanol steam reforming and oxidative steam
reforming. The results are surely due to the presence of copper, as demonstrated by
the activity and selectivity of a LaSrCuO3 in methanol and ethanol steam reforming
and oxidative steam reforming (Table 7) [19, 20].
3.1.3 NOx reduction: a very difficult challenge. Improvements derived from smart
nanocomposition
The reactivity developed in perovskite-based nanocomposites is strongly
dependent on the supporting perovskite and on the interaction of the surface with
the deposited phase. In particular, it is widely accepted that higher performance can
be obtained through high dispersion of activating particles. With the aim of a
deeper understanding, traditional wet impregnation and an innovative ammonia
driven precipitation procedure were compared in terms of dispersion (by means of
TPR) and catalytic activity. Both model reactions (CO oxidation and CO assisted
NO reduction) and reactions with a synthetic automotive exhaust mixture, includ-
ing 10% steam, and oxygen, were carried out. The catalytic results clearly underline
that higher dispersion means higher catalytic activity and that the difference is
particularly evident at lower temperature. To favour the dispersion of
nanoparticles, the interaction at the interface is paramount. A strong interaction
prevents the particles sintering and allows to expose a higher amount of active sites.
Sample Reaction 200°C 250°C 300°C 350°C 400 °C
LaCoO3 MSR
ESR
MOSR
EOSR
0
0
2
1
0
0
15
11
0
0
28
12
0
0
13
41
0
7
24
37
LaCo0.7Cu0.3O3 MSR
ESR
MOSR
EOSR
0
4
0
1
30
24
6
12
50
28
51
43
67
20
84
70
80
24
90
77
La0.7Sr0.3CuO3 MSR
ESR
MOSR
EOSR
0
0
0
0
3
7
7
3
12
48
9
8
18
68
99
21
14
35
100
100
Table 7.
Conversion obtained in un-doped and doped LaCoO3 in methanol steam reforming (MSR), ethanol steam
reforming (ESR), methanol oxidative steam reforming (MOSR) and ethanol oxidative steam reforming
(EOSR).
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It has to be considered that some molecules are activated at the interface steps
where coordinatively unsaturated sites are more accessible [15, 21, 22].
A good choice of the support (that can be characterised by a specific reactivity)
and of the activating nanoparticles allows to build an interesting reactivity. In our
work, we compared the deposition of copper oxide carried out on LaCoO3 and
LaNiO3. In both cases, the nanocomposites show good activity in oxidation and in
NO reduction, with performance greatly enhanced with respect to the single com-
ponents, but in the CuO/LaNiO3 case, the activity in NO reduction is increased
thanks to the presence of H2 that originates from the steam reforming catalyzed by
the support; so, a successful synergic approach is obtained.
We compared the results with the ones obtained in similar reactions with CuO/
LaCoO3. Different interactions and synergies were observed with respect to CuO/
La0.5Sr0.5CoO3. Sr-doping, in fact, enhances oxygen mobility affecting the reducing
character of the nanodispersed CuO and thus the reactivity under different condi-
tions [23].
The deposition of copper oxide significantly increases the activity of the
nanocomposites in CO oxidation (about 100% conversion at 200°C) and in
CO + NO (50% conversion at 250°C, more than 80% at 400°C) reactions. Compar-
ing the nanocomposites obtained by depositing CuO clusters in undoped and Sr-
doped lanthanum cobaltate, it is evident that the main difference concerns the
compounds with lower Cu content. The catalysts obtained using the Sr-doped
perovskite became highly active at lower temperature. On simulated gasoline
engine exhaust, the nanocomposites always improve the oxidation activity com-
pared to the parent perovskite, while the NO reduction is quantitative in the
absence of O2.
3.1.4 From the powder to a functional device: the art of deposition
Once the catalytic perovskite is developed and optimised from the composi-
tional, morphological and structural point of view, the device realization is the
next challenge. An interesting example is the deposition of the active layer onto a
cordierite support, which is usually carried out in three-way catalysts systems. The
traditional approach is rather time- and material-consuming, being composed by
several steps of immersion in a perovskite suspension followed by heat treatments
carried out slowly enough to avoid cracks in the active layer. With the aim of
saving time and materials and thus to increase the sustainability of the catalytic
system, we developed, starting from the Marcilly wet chemistry synthesis, an
innovative procedure consisting in growing the perovskite directly on the cordier-
ite honeycomb [24].
The cordierite support was immersed into a solution of precursors also
containing the citric acid. A pH around 6–7 was obtained by adding drop to drop an
aqueous solution of ammonia. The wet honeycomb was thus treated at the calcina-
tion temperature which is necessary to obtain the perovskite structure. In this way,
the perovskite was grown directly on the support in a single step. Beside the time-
saving, also the catalyst is required in lower amount and the cordierite surface is
completely covered by the active perovskite. To evaluate this, the La/Si XPS atomic
ratios as a function of weight increment have been reported (Figure 4). Fadley
[25, 26] and Argile et al. [27], in fact, have shown that the atomic ratio between the
XPS signals of supported and supporting species changes with the deposited amount
in a different way for a homogeneous or a ‘island’ growth mechanism. The com-
parison with the literature data indicates, for the direct method, a deposition of a
homogeneous layer and, for the washcoating procedure, the deposition by islands.
This behaviour is also confirmed by SEM images (Figures 5 and 6). Moreover, the
10
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amount of active layer deposited by direct procedure can be tuned by tuning the
composition of the precursors’ solution.
Finally, the porosity generated by gas evolution during the synthesis (comparing
Figures 5 and 6) allows to reach a good surface area that contributes to increase the
catalytic performance.
3.2 Cases of built functionality: carbon dioxide; from green-house-gas to
synthetic fuel; and improvement of catalytic activity through exosolution
Methane dry reforming (MDR) is an endothermic reaction of high scientific and
industrial importance that requires a very high temperature [28–31].
In spite of being studied from 1888, it is not yet considered an industrially
mature process, mainly because of the C-poisoning and sintering of the catalysts
which are based on noble metals or nickel. Several aspects affect the performances
of catalyst: the strong interaction between supporting and active phases, the dis-
persion and size of active phase, the basicity, the reducibility, the oxygen exchange
capability, porosity and specific surface area [29].
The mechanism of methane dry reforming has been investigated on several
catalysts [32–34]. In general, four steps are considered: (1) dissociative adsorption
of methane—which is the rate determining step and should be favoured by step
active sites; (2) dissociative adsorption of CO2—which is generally considered fast
particularly on metal-support interface; (3) hydroxyl groups formation; and (4)
Figure 4.
La/Si atomic ratio (corresponding to the degree of coverage of the cordierite by LaCoO3, being XPS a surface
specific technique) observed in the direct (red) and washcoating (magenta) deposition procedures (left).
Amount of catalyst deposited (evaluated by weight increment) with a solution of 12 g/l (filled circles) and
1.2 g/l (empty circles) of precursor (right).
Figure 5.
SEM images of the cordierite surface during the increasing washcoating cycles and of the section.
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intermediates oxidation and desorption—surface oxygen is considered responsible
of the conversion of CHx –groups adsorbed on the surface in CO and H2. There is no
consensus on the detailed reactions composing this last step but this can become a
slow step depending on the specific support and catalyst.
Perovskites are frequently considered as a good strategy for improving the
catalytic performance in MDR. In fact, there is a powerful technique capable of
allowing the creation of highly dispersed and stabilized Ni clusters on the surface:
exosolution [35]. Exosolution consists of a treatment of the perovskite (in this case,
a Ni-containing perovskite) under reducing condition. This induces the Ni to exit
from the perovskite cell and to migrate towards the surface creating a strong
interaction with it. This strong interaction provides higher stability towards
the Ni migration and sintering during reaction. Moreover, if lanthanum is
present in the perovskite, a lanthanum oxycarbonate specie forms, preventing
the C-poison.
To test the effect of copper doping into the activity of LaNiO3-based catalysts in
MDR, we compared LaNiO3 and LaNi0.7Cu0.3O3. Moreover, the nickelate has been
modified by exosolution and by deposition of NiO nanoparticles.
The catalysts have been prepared by citrate route; the XRD patterns indicate
that the crystalline phase is obtained after thermal treatment at 850°C; the BET
specific surface area is 10–11 m2/g and is not affected by the insertion of copper.
Also the morphology is not really modified by the presence of copper (Figure 7).
The H2 consumption determined in the TPR analysis indicates that in the LaNiO3
sample, 17% of Ni is present as Ni(III), whereas in the Cu-doped, the % increases to
46%. This difference suggests that Cu increases the reducibility of Ni in the perov-
skite. This phenomenon, already observed for other perovskites, is attributed, fol-
lowing Tien-Taho et al. [36, 37], to the attitude of copper, under reducing conditions,
to migrate towards the surface. Elemental copper distributed on the surface catalyses
the H2 activation decreasing the reduction temperatures. In fact, two reduction peaks
are observed in the TPR curve of LaNiO3: one is centred at 434°C and is attributed to
the Ni(III) to Ni(II) process, and the other at 595°C is due to the Ni(II) to Ni(0)
reduction. When copper is inserted into the structure, the first peak (now
corresponding to Ni(III) to Ni(II) and to Cu(II) to Cu(0) reductions) is shifted at
333°C and the second one at 566°C. XPS analysis allows to add some complementary
and interesting information. Beside the peak shape and position, consistent with the
presence of La(III) (see also the shake-up signal at 838 eV characteristic of this
oxidation state for La—Figure 8) and Cu(II) (shake-up signal at 942–944 eV—
Figure 8), it is evident that O 1 s signal (Figure 8) is composed by two contributions
attributed to perovskite lattice oxygen (528.8–529.0 eV) and to hydroxyl groups
(531.7 eV). The quantitative analysis (Table 8) confirms the presence of surface
contaminants (hydroxyl groups): the atomic percentage of oxygen is higher than the
nominal one, particularly in the undoped sample. Lanthanum is surface segregated in
Figure 6.
SEM images of the cordierite/LaCoO3 section and surface after the deposition carried out by direct deposition.
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the undoped sample but not in the doped one. In this case, it is evident that the
copper is surface segregated (and this is expected to affect reactivity).
The reactivity of these doped and undoped nickelates is summarized in Figure 9.
No particularly evident differences can be observed between undoped and
doped catalysts in spite of the relatively high amount of Cu inserted. A marked
difference, by contrast, is evident by comparing the activity before and after the
exosolution pretreatment (Figure 10). In this last case, in fact, the catalyst starts its
activity at 600°C instead of 800°C.
3.3 Cases of built functionality: from catalysis to electrocatalysis; solid oxide
fuel cells and solid oxide electrolysis cells
Beside catalyst-based systems, very important devices focusing on sustainable
development are solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) and solid oxide electrolysers
(SOECs) [38, 39].
Figure 7.
SEM images obtained for the undoped (left) and Cu-doped (right) LaNiO3.
Figure 8.
XP spectra obtained for the undoped (black) and Cu-doped (red) LaNiO3.
Sample La Ni Cu O O/(La + Ni + Cu) Cu/Ni
LaNiO3 XPS
Nominal
18.4
70.9
20.0
50.0
7.6
29.1
20.0
50.0
74.0
60.0
2.85
1.50
0.00
0.00
LaNi0.7Cu0.3O3 XPS
Nominal
15.3
45.5
20.0
50.0
4.6
13.6
14.0
35.0
13.8
40.9
6.0
15.0
66.3
60.0
1.97
1.50
3.00
0.43
Table 8.
Atomic composition obtained with XPS for the undoped and Cu-doped LaNiO3 compared with the nominal
one determined by the weighted amounts.
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SOFCs are electrochemical devices capable of converting the chemical energy of
fuels into electrical energy; vice versa SOECs are devices that can convert the electric
energy deriving, in excess, from intermittent renewable sources into the chemical
energy of a fuel. Unlike other fuel cells, SOFCs operate at intermediate to high
temperature (700–1000°C), and consequently, no noble metals are necessary to
activate the electrodes. Another advantage is offered by the possibility to reverse
the cell, that is, making it work as a fuel cell or as an electrolyser. This approach
could be very advantageous because the endothermic requirements can be fulfilled
by electric energy and temperature; moreover, the reversibility allows to minimise
the problems related to the C-poisoning of the surface (when fuels different than
pure hydrogen are used) and the electrode/electrolyte delamination. However,
robust and durable materials are necessary due to the severe working conditions
and, if reversible SOFCs are desired, the stability and catalytic activity are required
both under oxidizing and reducing conditions. In our research group, we aim at
developing reversible intermediate temperature (600–700°C) solid oxide fuel cells
operating with C-containing fuels.
To reach this objective, we considered, at first, the starting point: (La, Sr)(Fe, Ga)
O3 (LSGF). LSGF has only slightly lower performances with respect to the bench-
mark perovskite-based electrodes, but it exhibits an excellent chemical stability.
Figure 9.
CO2 and CH4 conversion values obtained with undoped LaNiO3 (LN) and Cu-doped one (LNC).
Figure 10.
IR spectra obtained, as a function of temperature, upon exposure of the as-prepared (left) and exosoluted
(right) LaNiO3 to CO2 + CH4.
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Strontium and gallium insertion enhances the oxygen mobility; in addition, gallium
seems to enhance chemical stability in reducing conditions. Iron contributes to the
electrochemical performances and also increases the electronic conductivity of the
materials. Mixed ionic and electronic conductivity (MIEC) is a particularly impor-
tant property for the electrodes in SOFCs. In fact, unlike traditional electronic
conductors, MIEC allows to extend the active surface avoiding the problem of triple
phase boundary (TPB). The composition exhibiting the best compromise between
activity and stability has been identified in La0.6Sr0.4Ga0.3Fe0.7O3; hence, this is the
starting point.
We have successfully synthesized La0.6Sr0.4Ga0.3Fe0.7O3 with a simple, control-
lable and easily scalable wet chemistry route: preparation with amounts from 0.5 to
15 g has been carried out and the obtained results demonstrated the high reproduc-
ibility of the method. We have investigated several parameters of the synthesis,
setting the minimum amount of nitric acid at 4.5 ml per gram of product for a
complete combustion, and the minimum calcination temperature at 900°C for a
completely pure phase. The calcination temperature limits the superficial area,
which is useful in particular for catalytic purposes, to 9 m2/g. Calcination tempera-
ture can be lowered if minor impurities are tolerated or whether the material will
undergo cycles of reduction/oxidation. In this case, the perovskite auto-arranges
towards the complete purity and the BET specific surface area is about twice.
Investigations on the powders prior to calcination indicated that after the combus-
tion, the perovskitic phase has already been formed, but persists a massive organic
fraction that requires a temperature treatment for its removal. The resistance of the
material to the reduction was tested between 800 and 1000°C, and the obtained
results outline an exceptional resistance to reduction compared to the other perov-
skites: operation of the material in hydrogen atmospheres at 800°C leads only to
minor structural modification. The resistance to reduction and the capability to
recover the original structure after an oxidation treatment make this perovskite
particularly suitable also for applications requiring tolerance to very reducing
atmosphere. No differences of stability have been observed as a function of the
different preparation conditions.
Once defined the starting point we considered necessary to improve the
electrocatalytic activity. Also for this application, wet impregnation for
nanocomposition was fundamental. To minimise the addition of complexity, we
decided to create a nanocomposite of the type FeOx/LSGF for the cathode.
The use of nanocomposites powders as starting point for electrodes allows to
deeply modify the electrochemical performance. A thin, Sr/Fe-rich foil forms on the
surface of the electrode during the SOFC thermal treatment and deeply improves
the electrochemical behaviour of the FeOx/LSGF cathode. The electrochemical
results are encouraging for future application in SOFCs, as nanocomposite has an
ASR of 2.1 Ωcm2 at 620°C, only⅓ of LSGF’s one in the same conditions.
3.4 Cases of built functionality: oxygen permeable dense ceramic membranes
The efficiency of a fuel cell depends on (among other elements) the internal
losses in the cell, including the ohmic resistance of the electrolyte and the
overpotential losses at the electrodes. While the first one is well understood today,
the second one needs a deeper characterisation. At the cathode site, in particular,
the oxygen reduction is generally thought to be the most difficult reaction to
activate in a SOFC. The mechanism appears rather elaborate and various aspects
need to be considered [40, 41].
First, molecular O2 needs to be converted into some ‘electro-active’ intermediate
form via one or more processes. These reactions do not depend on the current
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(except in the limit of steady state) and they are driven by the chemical potential
(depletion or surplus of the intermediate). The second important point concerns the
diffusion of the intermediate species (mass transfer) through the electrode (to the
electrolyte). Since electrochemical reactions and diffusion occur cooperatively over
an active area, the overall rate is co-limited by both these processes.
The oxygen permeation is a selective phenomenon that allows separating oxygen
from a mixture of gases. Figure 11 schematizes the permeation mechanism.
Oxygen undergoes reduction at the O2-rich side, and then the oxide ions are
transported through the membrane at the O2-deficient side. The last step involves
the re-oxidation of the oxide ions and the release of molecular oxygen. As can be
seen, the driving force of the overall process is the O2 pressure gradient between the
two sides of the membrane.
The permeation mechanism involves both the electrochemical and the transport
properties of the investigated material.
It is now opportune to point out that the assumed mechanism can only be
carried out by a MIEC. In fact, electrons must be able to move to the O2-rich side to
reduce O2, and the oxide ions (generated at the oxygen-rich side) need to reach the
O2-deficient side.
The last feature involved in the permeation mechanism concerns the chemical
properties of the material with respect to the reduction and oxidation of oxygen.
From the statements above, a strong relationship between oxygen permeation
properties and cathode activity is well evident: the processes involved in oxygen
permeation and in SOFCs cathode working are very similar and the only difference
concerns the last step (i.e. re-oxidation of oxide ions in the permeation process,
compared to oxide ions transfer to the electrolyte in the SOFCs).
It should be evident that a high oxygen permeation rate can guarantee an overall
fast operation when the material is employed as cathode in SOFCs.
The permeation phenomena can be described taking into account the oxygen
ions and the electrons diffusion through the membrane. In detail, the working
scheme summarized in Figure 11 (left) suggests that electrons and ions move in
opposite directions in order to give a total current density equal to zero under
steady state conditions. Under these conditions, the oxygen flow, JO2, is strictly
bound to the MIEC.
Doping can really increase the oxygen permeation both increasing the oxygen
vacancies and mobility and surface reactivity, as evidenced by the JO2 values
obtained on LaCoO3 undoped and doped with Sr and with Cu (Table 9).
Figure 11.
Schematic view of the oxygen permeation in a mixed electronic-ionic conductor (left) and of the device (right).
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4. Conclusions
Perovskites are versatile oxides whose properties can be tuned finely through
different approaches. In this case, our focus is on ABO3 perovskites. Among the
relevant properties of oxide perovskites, we have considered catalysis and
electrocatalysis. Both these fields are very interesting for sustainable development.
Catalysis is relevant for abatement of pollutants (NOx, TWC, as an example) or for
the production of green hydrogen and the conversion of carbon dioxide into fuel
(dry reforming of methane); electrocatalysis is the basis for the realization of solid
oxide cells (fuel cells and electrolysers). Several aspects are fundamental both for
catalysis and electrocatalysis, such as the presence of active sites on the surface of
the perovskites or the development of oxygen mobility and exchange.
To develop these properties in perovskites, there are several possibilities: in this
contribution, we underline the opportunities offered by doping, nanocomposition
and exosolution.
Several perovskites of the type LaCoO3, SrTiO3, LaMnO3 and LaFeO3 have been
considered and the effect of doping in the A-site (Sr, K) and B-site (Cu, Mn, Co) has
been evaluated.
When a complex functionality is required, nanocomposition is sometimes pre-
ferred. Nanocomposition can be carried out by different procedures. In this contri-
bution, the materials have been obtained by wet impregnation, a traditional
procedure, and by ammonia driven precipitation, an innovative method that, based
on the use of complexants, allows obtaining highly dispersed particles. Several
composites of the type CuOx/Perovskite (LaCoO3, (La,Sr)CoO3, LaNiO3 and
SrTi0.7Co0.3O3) have been investigated and compared. The catalytic activity
depends on the interaction between the deposited active phase and the support, and
on the exchange properties of the system.
A further complexity characterises electrocatalysts: beside the catalytic attitude,
the conductibility is fundamental. In our research, the focus is on the development
of electrodes for SOFCs and SOECs (the fuel and air electrodes). To this purpose, an
important improvement is constituted by the simultaneous presence of ionic and
electronic conductivity (mixed ionic electronic conductivity—MIEC). In MIEC
electrodes, the reactions extend over the whole surface, whereas in the purely
electronic conductors, it is possible only at the interphase between electrode/elec-
trolyte reached by gas phase reactants (triple boundary zone). One of the bottle-
necks to the commercialization of solid oxide cell is due to the cost and durability.
Both these aspects are connected to the high-operating temperature (800–1000°C).
So, beside MIEC, it is very important to decrease the operating temperature
approaching intermediate temperature. Finally, to go further, it is useful to be able
to use C-containing fuels that can be derived from biogas, natural gas, etc. In our
research, we developed several electrodes active at 600–700°C in solid oxide fuel
cells and solid oxide electrolysis cells. To assure stability, we also considered very
robust perovskites of the type SrTiO3 or La1xSrxGa1yFeyO3, increasing their per-
formance by doping, nanocomposition and infiltration.
Sample 500 600 700
LaCoO3 0.7 0.7 0.8
LaCo0.5Cu0.5O3 1.6 1.5 1.6
La0.5Sr0.5Co0.5Cu0.5O3 0.8 1.0 1.3
Table 9.
O2 flow, JO2  10
2 mL/cm2 min obtained as a function of temperature in undoped and doped LaCoO3.
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By means of these strategies, we obtained performant electrodes and, moreover,
in some cases, electrodes for reversible solid oxide cells. Reversible cells can operate
both as SOFCs and as SOECs and, finally, can behave as super-batteries for energy
storage.
The oxygen mobility added to the activity in oxidation and in reduction can
make perovskites good candidate for the realization of dense ceramic membranes
for the separation of gases. We studied, as an example, the effect of doping on the
permeability to O2 of LaCoO3-based perovskites.
In this contribution, our aim was in demonstrating that, by means of doping,
nanocomposition and exosolution, we can create highly active catalysts and
electrocatalysts. This was also shown considering the dry reforming of methane, a
very important reaction capable of converting greenhouse gases into fuel (syngas).
Without the use of noble or costly metals, we developed sustainable doped SrTiO3
active in DRM at 650–700°C.
Also the conversion of a powder into device has been considered focusing on the
case of three-way catalysts. An innovative procedure for the ‘deposition’ of the
active perovskite phase on cordierite was developed and the obtained results have
been compared to those obtained by means of the traditional washcoating proce-
dure: both catalysts and time waste are avoided and an efficient system is obtained
by direct deposition.
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